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How Creatures Move and The Ship of 
the Desert.
Class - III, Unit - 10

Introduction

Since the main theme of this unit is to introduce 
children to animal habitats and, different regions 
like desert areas, cold mountains, hot jungles etc. 
the children have to understand which animals 
live in he various habitats and how they are 
suited to these habitats. For example, children 
need to understand how the hump on the back 
of a camel makes it suitable to live in a desert. 
How fins help a fish to live in water. How paws 
are essential for a tiger as hooves for a horse etc.

Lesson Activities for “How Creatures Move” 
(poem)

 Wearing Mask and enacting the actions 
 in the poem.

  While teaching the poem (How the 
  Creatures Move) the teacher can enact all 
  the birds and the animals mentioned in 
  the poem to make the learning of the 
  children smooth.

Materials needed: Mask of the animals like Lion, 
Squirrel, Earthworm, and Monkey.

Teacher can do these suggested actions in the 
class without first telling the children the name 
of the animal/bird. Let’s see whether the children 
can find out it through the action itself. Then the 
children can imitate the teacher. 

Animals or Birds Actions the teacher  can do

Lion Wear the mask of the  lion and walk fearlessly like a lion. Without the mask, 
teacher can make serious, cruel face expression. Teacher can pat his/her 
chin to give a clue to the mane of a lion. Teacher can roar like a lion if pos-
sible. Then scratch the table to show the action of the paws of a lion. For 
Teachers who have difficulty in expressing, the above- mentioned activities, 
can use the picture or video of the lion in the class while taking the poem.

Monkey Wear the mask of a monkey and jump from one place to another , try to act 
as if having a tail, act like climbing tree and eating fruit and smile with all 
the teeth, often patting the stomach and hair. If teachers find these actions 
difficult then they can use a picture of a monkey or a video of a monkey.

Seal Wear the mask of a fish. Keep the hands tightly pointing towards one direc-
tion and make movement. In between take sudden turns. If acting is not 
possible, teacher can show a picture or video of a seal swimming in water.

Crow (any other bird) Wear the mask of a crow. Move the hands on both sides like a bird flying 
or fluttering. Try to hold the hands in the shape of a beak and carry some 
classroom object like chalk or pen. Teacher can show the picture of the beak 
of a crow and its wings, legs etc. to show how all these help it in its habitat.
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Earth Worm Wear the mask of an earthworm and crawl in the class. Teacher can show 
the action of a snake or centipede too. Teacher can make the hiss sound to 
show it’s a snake. Teacher can show the videos or pictures of an earthworm 
to the class if acting is not possible in the class.

Given below are some sample masks for the children:

 Showing the Video (Let’s Go to the Zoo and 
 Yes I Can!)

 o Teacher can show these videos (Let’s Go 
  to the Zoo, Yes I Can!) to the children 
  in the class. These videos are animations 
  of the different movements of the 
  animals and their ability to do 
  things (elephant, kangaroo, monkey etc.) 
  with a good, simple song for children 
  to learn. It also shows how the children 
  can enact these animals in their own 
  way.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OwRmivbNgQk
or
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Ir0Mc6Qilo

After showing these videos teacher can ask the 
children questions to know whether they have 
learned the lesson or give some worksheets in 
the class. Example:

Let children complete these tables after watching 
the video.

Lesson plans for “The Ship of the Desert”

 Showing the Video (Where Do Camels Store 
 Water)

	  Teacher can show the children this video 
  (Where Do Camel Store Water) before 
  taking the lesson to let the children 

Animal/Bird What I can 
do

What I can’t 
do

Little Bird Fly/hop jump
Elephant stomp sing

   - jump   -
   - crawl   -

squirrel
climb swim
wiggle sing

buffalo
Boys and girls
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  understand what body mechanism helps 
  a camel to survive in a desert. The video is 
  in the form of a conversation between 
  a boy and a girl travelling through the 
  desert on the back of a camel. The teacher 
  can let the children listen to the 
  conversation and ask some questions at 
  the end to test whether they have 
  understood it or not.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KDkkkM-ZWzA

 Wearing Mask and acting out the  lesson with 
 a new script.

  Once the teacher has taken the lesson, 
  the teacher can write a new script based 
  on the textbook and the children can act 
  it out in the class. Teacher can include 
  more characters in the conversation and 
  can change the settings too if so desired. 
  Let the dialogues be simple for the 
  children with the emphasis on the habitat 
  of animals and their suitable adaptations 
  to survive in their habitat.

Model:- 

Setting :  A Forest near Pond.

Animals : Lion, Camel, Crow, Seal (Imaginary 
conversation between them)

Lion: Hello Dear friends. I am the king of the 
forest. Welcome to the Forest.

Camel: Thank you Mr. King of the forest. How 
do you live in this cold, dark forest?

Lion: This is my place. I like here. I can hunt 
animals and eat them.

Seal: I can’t imagine living in a forest or a land. I 
am happy in this pond. I can swim with my fins 
in the deep of the water.

Crow: Can any of you fly? It is very good to see 
the forest from the sky. I can fly very fast.

Camel: I am the ship of the desert. Can anyone 
run in the sand? I can run through the desert 
carrying 25km/h. Can you imagine?

Lion: I can run at a speed of 80km/h in the for-
est. But I can’t run through the hot desert.

Seal: Can any of you swim in a stream? I can 
easily swim. Hey camel, I heard there is no wa-
ter in a desert. How do you live there?

Camel: It’s true that there is no water in a des-
ert. But I can drink 200 bottles of water at a 
time and I store it.

Crow : Do you store this much water in your 
hump?

Camel: No. I don’t store water in my hump. I 
store fat in my hump.

Lion: I don’t like camel’s hump-bumpy shape. 
I like my shape. See my paws are better than 
camel’s padded, thick feet.

Crow: I like my shape. I am lightweight. My legs 
help me to catch my prey easily and fly so high.

Lion: -----------

Seal: -------------

Let the dialogue continue like this and the teacher 
can finish it at a point when all the animals agree 
that their features, shapes, food and habitat are 
all suitable for each of them to survive and no 
animal can claim it has got the best habitat or 
shape. Let children learn to appreciate animals 
for their features.

 Making an Animal profile or Album

  Teacher can ask the children to create 
  Animal Profile/Albums about the animals 
  they like (Individual or group activity). 
  Once the children finish making their 
  albums, teacher can paste them in a chart 
  paper and display them in the classroom
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Model:

 Name : Camel                   
                                                 
 Picture of the camel (drawn by the 
 children or photo): 

 Nick name: Ship of the desert

 Habitat/place to find: desert

 Height: 1.8 to 2 m

 Weight: 400 -600 kg

 Life Span: 40 years

 Diet: Leaves, grass, thorns (Herbivores) 

 Shape/Body Features: Humpy-bumpy, Thick and padded feet

 Special Features: 1.Camel can survive without water for more than two weeks.
                            2. Camel store the food in the form of fat in its hump.
                            3. Camel has thick skin to protect it from sunburn.
                            4. Camel drinks 200 bottles of water at a time.

 Conducting Quiz  Game

  Once the children have finished making 
  the animal album (Previous activity) the 
  teacher can conduct a quiz game in the 
  class. Since children have learned so 
  many things about the habitat and 
  features of the animal teacher can test 
  their learning results through the quiz 
  game. Teacher can divide the whole class 
  into 4 or 5 groups. Each group member  

  asks questions to the other group 
  members. One student can be assigned 
  the task of time keeper/moderator. 

  Quiz game will be interesting if there can 
  be different rounds like pass rounds, 
  Yes or No question round, True or False 
  round, Options rounds etc.  Children can 
  make use of the questions given in the 
  exercise part of the text, of new vocabulary 
  they have learned etc. Teacher can assign 
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  points for the group for each question. 
  Pass questions when answered may get 
  some extra points. It’s better not to give 
  negative marks for wrong answers for 
  many children may keep quiet because of 
  the fear of making a mistake. The main 
  purpose of the quiz is to test children’s 
  learning while entertaining them through 
  fun. 

Some Sample Questions for Quiz:

Category – Yes or No Round (No Passing of 
Questions)

1. Do camels store water in their humps?
2. Is grassland a habitat?

Category – General (One word answers) 
Round. (Questions can be passed)

1. Name the King of the forest?
2. Name any animal that has got paws?

Category – Optional Round

1. The feet of the camels are? a) Long and 
fat b) thick and padded c) thin and pad-
ded d) thick and fat.

Category – Vocabulary Round (Questions 
can be passed)

1. What is a dry, hot, sandy place where 
the rainfall is little and camels can be 
seen called? DESERT

 Worksheets for children

 Teachers can make use of these worksheets 
 for they test children’s understanding of 
 what they have studied in the lesson and the 
 things they have learned in science lessons 
 about animals and their characteristics.

A) Find out the Habitats!

 - How many habitats can you find hidden in 
  this maze?

 - Write their names below the table.

 - Now, next to the habitats write examples 
  of the animals who live there.

Example – LAKE – Seal, 

B) Animal Chart Worksheet –

 This is a worksheet where children have 
 to fill the columns and answer the questions. 
 Teachers can add or change this worksheet 
 depending upon the children’s ability. If the 
 children can write their own sentences, 
 then the teacher can delete many of the 
 pattern sentences in the exercise: it lives in, it 
 is, it can, it eats etc. Let children write their 
 own sentences and complete the worksheet. 
 Teacher can download this worksheet from 
 the link below.

https://en. is lcol lect ive .com/resources/
printables/worksheets_doc_docx/animal_chart/
animal-body-parts/23610
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